1. Story of Elijah & prophets of Baal


3. Midrash: "The 3rd day, 'D'kufin', 'Nak'tin'" (cf. Exodus 17; Genesis 14 - 17)
   "I did not reveal My Name in the desert, not in Egypt, nor in Sodom, nor in
   Egypt, nor in Sodom nor in the desert..."

4. Idea: achievement of follow-up; creative or sustaining power; ability to heighten - and remain new -
   not be altered by scorn, cynicism, skepticism -
   apply to Elijah's situation.

5. Applications
   a. W.W. II and cold war - recall me WW
   b. UN as response to first WW - and its failure to survive crisis; in 2nd
      UN - Speech's article "Foreign Affairs".
   c. Those who have courage to take first step back to Tradition - first WW -
      still must pray 2nd: courage student symbol;
      still be deterred by cynicism;
      Kosher, not synagogue, public support
      Jewish education.

(over)
6. How assure success of war? How be sure will be strong vs. scorn of armies?...

7. After initial historic victory—Elijah—see that—will in Hev—... say him 4 words: Will He so Pun?

I'll remember with purpose which made you take initial step, which made you rise so high as to pull fire out of heavens, and you will then be strong against detractors... Will He Pun? Remember that I will certainly respond to both your prayers.

8. Not why Elijah pictured introd: pressure Messiah must learn of you for...